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QUBIT NETWORKSQUBIT NETWORKS
NOT-FOR-PROFIT SPOTLIGHTNOT-FOR-PROFIT SPOTLIGHT

************
Planting Possibilities

************
Ryan joins Mary Anne and Mark Neiner toRyan joins Mary Anne and Mark Neiner to

discuss how Planting Possibilities is makingdiscuss how Planting Possibilities is making



a difference in Lake County, IN.a difference in Lake County, IN.
Check out their mission and how their laborCheck out their mission and how their labor

of love cultivates a unique experience forof love cultivates a unique experience for
adults with disabilities:adults with disabilities:

Please visit www.plantingpossibilities.org orPlease visit www.plantingpossibilities.org or
social media platforms for more information,social media platforms for more information,
volunteer opportunities, or ways to donate.volunteer opportunities, or ways to donate.

QUBIT TECH TALKQUBIT TECH TALK
Ryan sits down with Al Lainio, Founder andRyan sits down with Al Lainio, Founder and

President of Digital Red, an E-WastePresident of Digital Red, an E-Waste
Recycler. Al shares the importance ofRecycler. Al shares the importance of
proper electronic waste to efficientlyproper electronic waste to efficiently
recover reusable materials of value.recover reusable materials of value.



Check it out:Check it out:

QUBIT KICKS OFF EOSQUBIT KICKS OFF EOS
(Entrepreneurial Operating System)



Last month, Qubit internally introduced EOS, aLast month, Qubit internally introduced EOS, a
more systematic approach for selecting keymore systematic approach for selecting key

priorities and aligning the entire organizationpriorities and aligning the entire organization
with our objectives. We are excited to seewith our objectives. We are excited to see

firsthand how this process will continue to givefirsthand how this process will continue to give
our customers an outstanding Qubit experienceour customers an outstanding Qubit experience

and drive organizational results.and drive organizational results.

TEAM CERTIFICATIONSTEAM CERTIFICATIONS



On September 17th, we took a deeper diveOn September 17th, we took a deeper dive
into Extreme Networks' CloudIQ networkinto Extreme Networks' CloudIQ network
management solutions. Thank you to allmanagement solutions. Thank you to all

participants who attended our virtualparticipants who attended our virtual
training session.training session.



SUDOKU PUZZLESUDOKU PUZZLE

TECHNOLOGY COMIC
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ANNIVERSARYSANNIVERSARYS



PARTNER NEWSPARTNER NEWS
Preventing Multi-Stage Attacks -

Case in Point

In a blog post from January of this
year, they shared how multi-stage

attacks worked and how the Threat
Emulation technology is able to stop
them. To that end, they would like to

share a real life multi-stage attack that
was recently blocked through their

Threat Emulation...

READ MORE>

Attacks Continue Against Realtek
Vulnerabilities

As predicted, threat actors continue to
utilize new Realtek vulnerabilities
disclosed by loT Inspector Research
Lab to distribute malware. Starting on



August 19th, Juniper Threat Labs
observed a new set of attacks in the
wild on loT firmware built with the
Realtek SDK, this time targeting CVE-
2021-35395, which was just disclosed
on August 16 by loT Inspector. These
attacks are ongoing...

READ MORE>

Wireless Security in a 6 GHz Wi-Fi
6E World

This is the third in a series of
continuing blogs about Wi-Fi 6E and
the new spectrum bonanza in the 6
GHz frequency band. This blog will
summarize the latest Wi-Fi security
certification enhancements and
discuss how they relate to Wi-Fi
security considerations for the 6 GHz
frequency band. The Wi-Fi alliance
began...

READ MORE>

TECHNOLOGY NEWS
The Mandalorian Season 3: Everything we know

about the Disney Plus Star Wars series' future



The show's third season will apparently start shooting soon.
The Mandalorian, the live-action Star Wars series that

introduced Baby Yoda, brought back Boba Fett and saw the
return of a certain Jedi, is getting a third season and several

spinoffs on Disney Plus. It's also been nominated for...
READ MORE>


